
 

 

Coronavirus weekly round up 

 

Welcome to our Coronavirus weekly round up, highlighting a selection of our key insights 

issued this week. 

COVID-19 Audit and Risk assessments  

Comply with government guidelines | Save time 
and reduce costs 

Use our pre-built risk assessment templates to instantly adhere to government 

guidelines, document regulatory compliance, and automate hazard 

identification/remediation. 

Sign up for our 60 day free, no obligation trial to access the platform and templates. 

Sign up 

 

  
 

No interest in banking 
 

The Bank of England has asked high street banks to advise how ready they are for negative 

interest rates and to let customers know their plans should this arise. If banks are charged by 

the Bank of England for holding their money, it encourages banks to spend it. However, will the 

banks treat their own customers the same way and charge them for holding savings? The 

general view is this won’t happen until next November’s Monetary Policy Report and the banks 

say they are not ready for this. At this stage, to quote Andrew Bailey, it is part of the "box of 

tools" for the Bank of England. 

We can help 

 

 

  

 

Data sharing in the modern NHS 
 

https://weightmans.email/e/9vuqlowuu5oybya/d87e2ea3-0f39-4391-ad81-d2ac90501f5e
https://weightmans.email/e/akvoil2dzwaag/d87e2ea3-0f39-4391-ad81-d2ac90501f5e
https://weightmans.email/api/email/handler?sid=d87e2ea3-0f39-4391-ad81-d2ac90501f5e&redirect=https%3a%2f%2fweightmans.email%2f37%2f1553%2foctober-2020%2fcoronavirus-weekly-round-up---23-october-2020.asp


The NHS generates a high volume of data from patient care records and various other sources. 

This data is used primarily for direct patient care. However the data can also be shared and used 

for other purposes such as research by public or private sector organisations or for planning 

and commissioning NHS services. It is important that when data is shared with these 

organisations, it is done in a way that is efficient, well defined and not open to interpretation. 

NHS Digital’s chief executive, Sarah Wilkinson, has recently called for an update to the NHS data 

sharing and information governance rules following the Coronavirus pandemic, calling the 

current set of rules overly complicated and imprecise, leaving it open to multiple 

interpretations. 

Read more 

 

 

  

 

FCA business interruption test case: 
declarations published and parties reveal points 
of appeal 

 

The orders made by the court at the consequentials hearing on 2 October 2020 have been 

published on the FCA’s website. They include the declarations which record the court’s findings 

for the 21 lead policy wordings. The applications for permission to appeal to the Supreme Court 

from the FCA, Hiscox Action Group and six insurers have also been published on the FCA’s 

website. The importance of the test case, and the need for clarity and certainty on an urgent 

basis is evident, given the wide remit of the court’s findings and the applicability of the 

declarations to a swathe of business interruption claims. It is therefore anticipated that the 

Supreme Court will grant (those that have requested it) permission to appeal on an expedited 

basis. 

Read more 

 

 

Watch all our webinars, videos and podcasts 

Watch all our webinars, videos and podcasts on demand on our COVID channel. 

COVID channel 

 

 

Navigating you through the 'New Normal' 

https://weightmans.email/e/zweij6qdhjhwoa/d87e2ea3-0f39-4391-ad81-d2ac90501f5e
https://weightmans.email/e/rweaba36e0a35pa/d87e2ea3-0f39-4391-ad81-d2ac90501f5e
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As a full service law firm we are here to advise and support our clients through this 

difficult time. Our sector specific teams can give focused and practical advice upon 

the effect of Coronavirus and the concerns surrounding it upon organisations and 

their employees, clients and service providers. Our specialists can provide support 

with contractual and supply chain advice, HR issues, event cancellations, insurance 

claims, and insolvency. 

Learn more 

 

 

Keep in touch 
 

Follow us on social media to receive our latest 
updates direct to your feed. 
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